ANALYTIC AUTOMORPHISMS OF BOUNDED SYMMETRIC COMPLEX DOMAINS HELMUT KLINGEN
In a former paper [2] I determined the full group of one-to-one analytic mappings of a bounded symmetric Cartan domain [1] . Those investigations were incomplete, because it was impossible to treat the second Cartan-type of n(n -l)/2 complex dimensions for odd n by this method. The present note is devoted to a new shorter proof of the former result (n even), which furthermore covers the remaining case of odd n.
Take the complex n(n -l)/2-dimensional space of skew symmetric w-rowed matrices Z. The irreducible bounded symmetric Cartan space in question is the set 8 n of those matrices Z, for which 1+ ZZ>0 , Z' = -Z, is positive definite. Here I is the n by n unit matrix. Obviously 6 2 is the unit circle. It is easy to see that analytic automorphisms of 6 n are described by the group φ of the mappings Therefore the group φ is already the full group of analytic automorphisms for n Φ 4. Only in the exceptional case n = 4 there are the further mappings W = f(Z), which together with φ form the full group of analytic automorphisms. The proof of this theorem consists of two parts. The first analytic part is a reproduction of my former proof [2] , which will be given here again for completeness, the second part is of algebraic character.
The group φ acts transitively on <S n . For take an arbitrary point Z λ of <?", choose the matrix A such that and define B = -AZ X . Then (1) maps Z into 0. Therefore it is sufficient to investigate the stability group of the zero matrix.
First we show that each analytic one-to-one mapping W = W(Z) of 6 n with the fixed point 0 is linear. For an arbitrary point Z x e <S n let fi> , f», 0 ί § r x ^ ^ r n < 1, be the characteristic roots of Z X Z*. Then also tZ λ belongs to 6 n , if ί is a complex number with ttr n < 1. Consequently there exists a power series expansion
The elements of the skew-symmetric matrices W^ZJ are homogeneous polynomials of degree k in the independent elements of Z ± . Because of 1+ WitZJWitZJ > 0 for tt = 1, one obtains from ( 
Therefore the stability group of S n is linear. The investigation of W = W X {Z) is now a purely algebraic problem. The representation (6) shows that rank W = rank Z and beyond this the equality of the characteristic roots of WW and ZZ. These properties will be used in order to determine W(Z) explicitly. We have to prove
with unitary constant U, where the second type only occurs for n = 4. The proof of this fact will be given by induction. The assertion (7) is trivial for the unit circle (n = 2). Let us assume its correctness for 2, 3, , n -1 and consider 6 n . Write the linear mapping W(Z) of 6 n onto itself as W = Σ £ A Tc<l with constant skew-symmetric n by n matrices A kl . Because of the equality of the characteristic roots of WW* and ZZ* the hermitian matrix A kl A kl has 1,1, 0, , 0 as characteristic roots. Therefore after unitary transformation of W we can assume A 12 = E 12J where in general E kl denotes the skew-symmetric matrix the elements of which are all zero besides the element in the fcth row and ίth column and the element in the ίth row and fcth column, which are 1 respectively •- 
